
Make the smart decision to change your asset alloca�on depending on market 
trends. Using the dynamic asset alloca�on strategy will not only aims to help you 
profit from a rising market, but also reduce possible losses/fall in profits by exi�ng 
a loss making asset.

The markets are usually trending either upwards or downwards due to a number 
of reasons including changes in the broader economy, business cycles or seasonal 
or other factors. To benefit from these changes, you must rebalance your 
por�olio. For example, if shares are doing well, you can invest a larger percentage 
of your por�olio in equity. Conversely if equity is not doing well, you can allocate a 
higher percentage to debt to reduce exposure to vola�lity. Making these changes 
in your asset alloca�on is called 'dynamic' asset alloca�on.

About dynamic asset alloca�on

Dynamic asset alloca�on involves changing your asset alloca�on to increase 
exposure to stocks or debt depending on which is in favour. The benefits are:

 • Eliminates �ming the market - If you follow dynamic asset alloca�on, you 
can increase or reduce investments in a par�cular asset without being 
guided by your feelings alone.

 • Create and preserve wealth - Ability to create wealth during stock market 
bull runs and preserve it during bear markets.

Using dynamic asset alloca�on

Carrying out dynamic asset alloca�on may sound simple, but it requires a 
watchful eye on the markets, and crea�ng and tes�ng various investment 
strategies. You must seek the services of professional fund managers to profit 
from making your asset alloca�on dynamic. You can make the process automa�c 
by inves�ng in a dynamic asset alloca�on fund or balanced advantage fund.

Benefits of Dynamic Asset Alloca�on Funds

 1) A Diversified Por�olio: A dynamic asset alloca�on fund creates a por�olio 
which is a combina�on of stocks and debt; this provides diversifica�on and 
reduces risks. 

 2) Riding the trend: These funds increase exposure to asset classes that are 
on the rise; on the other hand, they reduce exposure to asset classes that 
are not moving/or not doing well. Vola�lity is also reduced due to debt in 
the por�olio.

 3) No need to �me the market: Investors o�en find it difficult to sell 
investments that are not performing due to emo�onal reasons. As against 
this, a dynamic asset alloca�on fund has a strict process-driven 
investment approach which helps the fund manager decide when to 
increase/reduce investment in equity or debt.

 4) Taxed like equity funds: Dynamic asset alloca�on funds are treated as 
equity funds for income tax purposes (if their holding of stocks is at least 
65%). As per tax laws, long term capital gains on equity funds are taxed at 
10% while short term capital gains a�ract tax at a lower rate of 15%. 
Addi�onally, as of 2018, long term capital gains up to Rs.1 lakh are tax-free.

Dynamic Asset Alloca�on Funds – pros and cons

The above is only for illustra�on purpose.
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*Please note that distribu�on of dividend is subject to availability of distributable surplus and at the discre�on of Trustee.


